A 15% increase to SNAP would give California a $467 million boost when our people and economy need it the most*

**Additional $467 Million**

23,794 Businesses

Number of supermarkets, grocery stores, and farmers’ markets benefitting from additional business

At least 4 Million People

Most harmed by the COVID-19 crisis will benefit from the boost

Every $1 spent on SNAP

FREES up $1 to help families meet basic needs.

---

*SNAP is known as CalFresh in California. The time period for this analysis is July-Sept. 2020, but the recession is expected to last longer. Technical notes and additional findings, including county and congressional district findings, for this analysis are available at: www.cfpa.net/strengthen-SNAP-recovery

Every $1 of federal SNAP spending generates roughly $1.54 in economic activity

Enough people to fill Dodger Stadium 72 times
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